Dploy Solutions Capabilities

Do more than visualize real-time performance. Improve it faster.

It’s not enough to know how your business is performing.

You need the ability to quickly act on real-time performance data, stop critical misses before they happen, and proactively improve operations, every day.

A scalable suite of cloud-based digital manufacturing software and IIoT solutions, Dploy Solutions is the only platform that brings together performance data with critical performance improvement tools, putting it all at your team’s fingertips. Employees at all levels know the goal, and they have everything they need to get there faster.

---

STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT

Put everyone on the same page

- Establish 3-5 year breakthrough goals
- Cascade and communication goals across multiple sites, departments and levels
- Align people and actions to milestones and objectives

KPI MANAGEMENT

See, understand and act in real-time

- View real-time performance against critical metrics
- See the root cause of performance problems
- Resolve problems daily and drive improvement

FACTORY FLOOR CONNECTIVITY

Manage factory performance in one place

- Makes sense of IIoT data from all factory systems and equipment
- Manage factory floor KPIs in real-time
- Enable informed decision making to improve critical metrics

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Keep projects on track

- Align projects to operational and strategic goals
- Manage resources and project success
- Reach strategic goals faster

DATA INTEGRATION

View all critical data in one place

- Integrate data from internal and external sources
- Access real-time data on mobile devices, PCs, laptops and digital performance boards
- Eliminate spreadsheets and bring context to the data using interactive digital dashboards

ANALYTICS

Dig deeper into performance

- Drill down analysis into all factors contributing to misses
- Understand internal and external correlations impacting performance
- Leverage deeper insights to identify and resolve problems faster
Empower every team member to contribute to your success.

Dploy Solutions creates business-wide alignment around critical strategic goals and the best ways to reach them faster. With Dploy Solutions, people at all levels of the organization:

• See the complete performance picture
• Are more engaged and accountable
• Understand the organization’s priorities and how to reach them
• Know where performance stands at any point in time
• Work together to solve problems, address performance misses, and keep the organization on track
• Appreciate how their performance contributes to the organization’s strategic and financial goals

Achieve your operational and financial goals faster with Dploy Solutions.

Dploy Solutions brings together all the components you need to accelerate improvement. With shared goals, real-time data, and planning and action tools at everyone’s fingertips, improvement becomes a daily habit, paving the way to rapid and profitable growth.

“At every level, our organizational leaders can see if targets are being hit and, if not, they can see what course correcting actions are in place to get back on track. The monthly reviews are now more productive with everyone using the same routine, tools, and data for the reviews. As a group, we can see where the most critical issues are and create an action plan to turn things around quickly or to capitalize on our successes.”

– Vice President of Operations at Bonnell Aluminum

CHOOSE THE PACKAGE THAT BEST MEETS YOUR NEEDS.

KPI Plan - The “KPI Plan” focuses on Key Performance Indicator management and project management.  
Capabilities: KPI Management

Strategy Plan - The “Strategy Plan” encompasses all features of the KPI plan, with an added emphasis on strategic planning using the Hoshin Kanri framework.  
Capabilities: Strategy Deployment, KPI Management

Business Plan - Complete your performance picture by adding factory floor and IIoT data for a deeper level of business insights.  
Capabilities: Strategy Deployment, KPI Management, Project Management, Analytics, Data Integration, Factory Floor Connectivity

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ONLY DIGITAL MANUFACTURING PLATFORM YOU NEED.

Dig in to the comprehensive capabilities available in Dploy Solutions. Or see them for yourself when you request a live demo.

Visit dploysolutions.com/request-live-demo